
 

Two weeks left to express your opinion on replacing
Amps

Marketers and agencies have until 3 May 2017 to express their interest in the Saarf proposal to replace Amps. The board of
Saarf will sit then to make the decision on whether to proceed with the initiative or not. The second decision will be on
whether to launch the new Marketing Research Foundation to replace Saarf.
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MA(SA) CEO, Greg Garden, says that the interest and commitment shown by the marketing industry has been very
encouraging, and reconfirms the need for the research defined by marketers during the development phase.

He expressed optimism about reaching and surpassing the minimal viable number of potential subscribers needed to
proceed to the formalisation of the initiative. “We are confident that we will be proceeding, but need those brands which
have not yet committed to come on board and be a part of this watershed initiative to ensure that independent, transparent,
benchmarked, and audited research that will focus on brands, products, and segmentation in an integrated and consumer
centric manner will once again be available to marketers and their agencies into the future.”

Saarf chairperson Virginia Hollis also confirmed that with two weeks to go until decision day, intent to participate has been
received from a high percentage of the country’s top advertisers across all significant industry sectors. “We are excited by
the levels of support we have received, and encourage all serious marketers who have not yet contacted us to do so as
soon as possible. The new research will provide a single integrated view of the South African market. It creates continuity
for defining target markets. It is geared to the strategic and planning needs of marketers and their agencies, and gives
marketers control of the research design, specifications and processes. In addition, it will be modular in design, and can
grow with marketers’ changing needs and market developments.”

Marketers and agencies should email Saarf to confirm their interest, or to request documentation that will facilitate their
participation in the initiative.

 
For more, visit: https://www.bizcommunity.com
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